Molecular correlation functions have been determined for the infrared active vibrations VIQ, i>29 , vso a nd j>3i of neat liquid cyclohexane at different temperatures. The results have been compared with calculated reorientational correlation functions.
Introduction
For the study of molecular reorientation and vibrational relaxation, infrared spectroscopy is a powerful tool. The Fourier transform (FT) of the infrared profile is the product of the vibrational and reorientational correlation functions [1] :
FT/(v)lr = 0vib(OCrot(<).
(
The above relationship implies that vibrational and rotational relaxation are statistically independent. When a Raman investigation of the isotropic scattering of the same band is possible (in the case of vibrations which belong to the totally symmetric species), 0Vib (t) is often taken from the FT of the isotropic Raman scattering and CTOt(t) may be calculated [2] . However, for molecules with a center of inversion like cyclohexane [3] , the ir active vibrations are forbidden in the Raman spectrum and vice versa. Moreover, for degenerate bands there is no direct experimental way to separate the two contributions to the correlation function anyhow [4] . To overcome these difficulties, it has been proposed in recent papers to set up a model for reorientational relaxation by the aid of additional measurements (e.g. NMR-spectroscopy, vapour phase spectroscopy) and to extract the intrinsic line widths [5] [6] [7] . In this study, we report some results obtained by such methods for the parallel vibration v\6 (A2U, at 522 cm -1 ) and the degenerate (Eu) vibrations (at 1260 cm -1 ), V30 (at 906 cm -1 )
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and V31 (at 862 cm -1 ) of neat liquid cyclohexane at different temperatures. Cyclohexane was often chosen for investigations of molecular reorientation and vibrational relaxation [6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In a recent paper, a Raman active degenerate fundamental vibration has been studied in a similar way to that proposed here [6] .
Experimental
Infrared measurements were made using a Perkin-Elmer model 580 B spectrometer equipped with digital readout of transmittance data. Variable temperature measurements were made with a standard Csl resp. KBr heated infrared cell and a Beckman RIIC Ltd. (TEM-1C) temperature controller. Spectral grade cyclohexane was purchased from Merck.
Molecular correlation functions were obtained from numerical fast Fourier transformation of the band contours processed on the ICL 1904 S computer at Technische Universität Braunschweig. A spectral slit width of about 1/10 of the measured half widths justifies the renunciation of deconvolution from the "slit profile". The correlation times were computed as r = J 0 (t) dt. The results from multiple scans at the same temperature give an error of less than 4% of the calculated correlation times.
Results and Discussion
The experimental correlation times for each fundamental vibration investigated due to different reorientational and vibrational relaxation contributions to each vibration. For vibrations where the transition moment is parallel to the symmetry axis (parallel band) the same reorientational correlation functions must be obtained, which describe an orientational motion of the main symmetry axis [14] . In the case of cyclohexane, which predominantly exists in the chair conformation (point group D3d [3] ), this is a C3 axis. For a degenerate mode, the reorientational correlation functions additionally include contributions of the "spinning motion" around the main symmetry axis. The latter may be affected by Coriolis coupling so that the reorientational correlation functions may be different for each degenerate vibration [6, 7, 15] . For reorientational motion a large amount of models has been proposed so far. In this study, we assume the "Kubo model" to be valid [16] :
T(o, the only variable parameter, is the angular momentum correlation time, roughly spoken the average time between two collisions of the molecule.
There are two limiting cases of Eq. (2): in the "slow modulation" limit (r® >(^2rot)~1 /a ). E( l-( 2 ) predicts Gaussian free rotor correlation functions whereas in the "fast modulation" limit simple exponential rotational diffusion correlation functions (Debye limit) are obtained. M\;r*t is the rotational second moment and given for a parallel infrared band (vie of C6H12) by [15] :
but for a perpendicular band (V29, V30 and 1*31 of C6HI2) by [15] : With respect to these values, at fixed temperature (and hence r®), the fastest decaying reorientational correlation functions are obtained from ?>3i, followed by V29, ri6 and i>3o (via Equation (2)). In fact, the experimental correlation times (Fig. 1) and is (at given temperature) very different for the four vibrations studied. With regard to the models of vibrational relaxation these results are somewhat unsatisfactory. If long range interaction forces (e.g. dispersive forces) are responsible for vibrational relaxation via dephasing, "motional narrowing" of the intrinsic widths resp. slower decaying vibrational correlation functions are expected when the temperature is increased, opposite to the results found here [18] [19] [20] . Models of energy relaxation propose a similar temperature dependence of rVib [21] . If short range interactions (e.g. pure repulsive forces) are considered, the model of Fischer and Laubereau for pure dephasing [21] leads to relaxation rates which are in a first order of approximation proportional to TIrc (Tc is the time between two collisions and may be approximated by T©) and hence essentially independent of temperature [22] . Also it may seem to be difficult to expalin that the three similar degenerate vibrations V29, V30 and V31 (all CH2 deformation modes [3] differ so much in their vibrational relaxation rates (see Figure 1) . However, the uncertainties introduced by the method used to extract the intrinsic line widths should be kept in mind. For example, rotationvibration coupling may cause that Eq. (1) is not rigorously valid [23, 24] . Furthermore, the Coriolis constants given for the vapour phase have been used. Uncertainties could also be introduced by the angular momentum correlation times (±15%). Also the model used ("Kubo model", Eq. (2)) implies that the angular momentum correlation times of and around the main symmetry axis are identical. This point should be discussed in more detail.
In the rotational diffusion limit -and in liquid C6H12 reorientation occurs close to this limittwo different diffusion constants D 1 -and ZW are defined for the "tumbling" and the "spinning" motion. Hence there are two angular momentum correlation times r^J-and rf, related to D L and DU via [7] : kT ' " kT If r^-(or D^) is known from a Raman experiment, TJ[, (or DU) may be extracted from X H-NMR T1 data. This procedure is well established (although mainly for deuterated molecules) and carried out for CeHi2 in a recent paper of Tanabe [25] . At room temperature, a value of x^ = 0.057 ps is obtained from D 1 -(which agrees well with our value at 303 K). But from the combination with the NMR reorientational correlation time XQ, a nearly three times larger value of rJJ, is computed from 2)H. That means a large anisotropy in angular momentum relaxation which might be explained by a "spinning" motion much less hindered than the "tumbling" motion. This seems to be quite unreasonable because it is well known from viscosity data that C6H12 has a nearly spherical shape [26] .
However, the uncertainties introduced by combining NMR and Raman results should be kept in mind. Tanabe uses a value of re = 1.27 ps from a study of O'Reilly et al. [27] , but the ±0.15 ps error of this value leads to a change in rjj, by a factor of 3. Zeidler [28] gives a value of re = 5.0ps which would lead to a r| much smaller than x^.
Support for assuming xrjj, comes from another iH-NMR-T 7 ! study of Pajak et al. on cyclohexene [29] . Because Ixmly, the asymmetric rotator CeHio behaves like a symmetric top molecule, and , and hence a similar reorientational behaviour may be expected. In the paper referred to, 2) x and 2)11 are determined at different temperatures for an infinite dilution in CCI4. E.g., at 293 K values of r j-= 0.044 ps and rjl = 0.037 ps; at 313 K values of rj-= 0.049 ps and r| = 0.046 ps are computed. These results propose a quite isotropic reorientation according to angular momentum relaxation for CeHio and should confirm our assumption that also in CßHi2 rj-and rjj, differ not too much to affect seriously our results.
On the other hand, there are other examples of increasing vibrational relaxation rates with increasing temperature [5] (even for C6H12 [6, 12] ) and it is well known that each mode of a molecule may contain a different contribution from the inner line width [30] [31] [32] .
Obviously further investigations are needed to explain a vibrational relaxation in liquid cyclohexane. Especially a spectroscopic study in dilution with polar and non polar solvents might be helpful [31] . To explain the differences between r29, r3o and V31, one must look very carefully to the actual normal coordinate displacements. Nevertheless, the results presented here may be regarded as a starting point for such studies which are now planned to be carried out.
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